
Topic sentence(s): 1

Main idea: Our environment consists of all the things surrounding or

influencing us in anv wav.

1. [l] As early as 1908, Thomas Alva Edison shot a picture of Frankenstein

and a film about a manmade monster (The Go/em) appeared prior to World

War I. [2]  Throughout the twenties, a number of German directors produced

some classic horror films, among them Nosferutu, a brdliant interpretation

of Bram Stoker’s Dracula. [3]  By 1930, the German horror film was in

decline, and Hollywood producers discovered that the public would pay to

be frightened. [4]  In 1930, Tod Browning directed Drmulu,  a box-office

blockbuster. [5]  The history of horror films is almost as long as the history

of film itself*’

Topic sentence(s):

M a i n  i d e a : -

2. [l] Westerners visiting India are often astonished by the sight of stray

cows wandering in and out of markets or browsing in carefully cultivated

gardens, apparently a nuisance to the local populace. [2]  But, in fact, these

cows are anything but unwanted intruders. [3]  On the contrary, the Indians
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r consider them sacred, and their presence is encouraged. [4]  Cows are free

to gather at the edges of highways even if they occasionally produce traffic

snarls. [5]  They are permitted to wander along railroad tracks and allowed

to munch on grass in the middle of busy intersections. [6]  Younger cows are

decorated with garlands of flowers and treated like members of the family.

[7]  Even the older ones are taken care of, boarded in homes especially

designed for aging COWS.‘~

Topic sentence(s):

Main idea:

3 . [l] Some scientific discoveries happen through pure accident. [2]  For

example, in the seventeenth century, sailors aboard ship for long periods

of time frequently suffered from muscle weakness and unexplained

bleeding. [3]  Occasionally, the mysterious disease proved fatal, until it was

discovered that those sailors who ate lemons or limes did not get the

disease--or else suffered from a milder form of it. [4]  As a result, British

navy officials passed a law requiring that every ship provide lemons and

limes for the crew to add to its diet. [S] Eventually, scientists discovered

that the vitamin C contained in the fruit prevented the disease we now

know as sc~ny.~~

22
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Topic sentence(s):

Main idea:

4 . [l] If you wish to do well on your final, it is not enough to review just

before the examination. [2]  You should also review at stated intervals

during the semester. [3]  Each day review the previous lesson. [4]  At the

end of the week, review the week’s work. [5]  And when you have finished

a given unit, review that unit. [6]  Then, just before the final, review the

24
whole subject.

Topic sentence(s):

Main idea:

5 . [l] My freedom ends where another people’s begins. [2]  What does

this statement mean? [3]  It means that I am free to do what I choose so

long as my action does not harm someone else. [4]  I am free to say what I

please, but what I say must not slander my neighbor or he may sue me. [5]

I may play loud rock on my stereo. [6]  But if I live in an apartment, I may

not be allowed this privilege after certain hours. [7]  There may be a rule

24
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___~...
against it to protect my neighbor from annoyance. [8]  I may be free to

smoke a cigarette, but because free to smoke while sitting in certain seats in
25

a plane or in the front seats of some buses.

Topic sentence(s):

Main idea:

The first  boring task is to prepare breakfast. Johnny, Cathy, and Jed

need juice and eggs before a day at school; my husband, Bill, coffee and

toast before he speeds off to the office. When everyone is finally away,

doing something he or she enjoys, I scrape the dishes off into the garbage,

then wash them in the sink. I hate it. Afterwards I look forward to making

beds, washing the kitchen floor, cleaning the rug in the living room. If I’m

25
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lucky the mailman rings the bell so I talk to another human being in the

flesh for ten seconds or so. I put up the roast, find some other things to do,

all along thinking of the adventures my children meet in the classroom

while their housewife-mother watches the house in the suburbs. And Bill,

the people he meets, the glamorous lunches, the excitement he sees on the

streets everyday; there are things I’ll never know from this position. I

sweep floors, sew buttons, clink pots and pans--that’s my work For the
26

world.

housewife is full of dull, and meaningless tasks.

Although the position or movement of the body does not by itself have a

precise or universal meaning in a conversation, when it is linked with

spoken language, it gives fuller meaning to the speaker’s words. Intonation,

too, influences the hearer’s perception of what is being said. And intonation

26
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can actually change the meaning of a verbal message, adding information

not contained in the words themselves. The facial expression of the speaker

can show many of the speaker’s characteristics that would not be obvious in

a written transcript of the conversation. And the way the speaker space

himself from the hearer, in terms of physical distance, has meaning. What

is considered proper spacing in various kinds of situations is depended

largely on the norms of the culture. How the speaker disregards or respects

those norms adds to the total content of the message.”

27
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In each of the following paragraphs, the main idea is implied. Read each of

them carefully and then choose the answer you think is the best main idea

for it.

1. A recent news story in Washington, D. C., reports that, of 184 persons

convicted of gun possession in a six-month periods, only 14 received a jail

sentence. Forty-six other cases involved persons who had previously been

convicted of a felony or possession of a gun. Although the maximum

penalty for such repeaters in the District of Columbia is ten years in prison,

half of these were not jailed at all. A study last year revealed that in New

York City, which has about the most prohibitive gun legislation in the

country, any one of six people convicted of crimes involving weapons

went to jail.

- Bawy  Goldwater

28
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a. Washington, DC., newspapers generally report crime statistics accurately.

b. It is not unusual for many of those who possess gun illegally to go free.

c. New York City probably has the strictest law about gun control.

d. Gun-control legislation is essential for the future survival of American

democracy.

2. Only 30 percent of family businesses survive their founders and make it

into the second generation, according to most authorities on the subject.

The rest are sold or go bankrupt. And the statistics grow grimmer with the

passage of time. Only half of those companies that live through the

transition to the second generation will survive as a family business into

the third or fourth generations.

- The New York Times

a . About one third of family business last beyond the lives of the founders.

b. Family businesses should be avoided.

c. Family businesses can go bankrupt.

d. Family businesses do not have a long survival rate.

3. The idea happiness, to be sure, will not sit still for easy definition: the

best one can do is try to set some extremes to the idea and then work in

toward the middle. To think of happiness as acquisitive and competitive

will do to set the materialistic extreme. To think of it as the idea one

senses in, say, a holy man of India will do to set the sniritual  extreme. That
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holy man’s idea of happiness is in needing nothing from outside himself.

In wanting nothing, he lacks nothing. He sits immobile, rapt in

contemplation, free even of his own body. Or nearly free of it. If devout

admirers bring him food he eats it; if not, he starves indifferently. Why be

concerned? What is physical is an illusion to him. Contemplation is his joy

and he achieves it through a fantastically demanding discipline, the

accomplishment of which is itself a joy within him.

-John Ciardi

a. Happiness as an idea exists in avoiding extremes.

b. We can define happiness by seeing what makes us happy.

c. The definition of happiness exists between two extremes.

d. Only people who are extreme are happy.

4 . There are times when I find myself spending the night in the home of

another. Frequently the other is in a more reasonable line of work than I and

must arise at a specific hour. Ofttimes  the other, unbeknownst to me,

manipulates an appliance in such a way that I am awakened by Stevie

Wonder. On such occasions I announce that if I wished to be awakened by

Stevie Wonder I would sleep with Stevie Wonder. I do not, however, wish

to be awakened by Stevie Wonder and that is why God invented alarm

clocks. Sometimes the other realizes that I am right. Sometimes the other

does not. And that is why God invented many others.

-Fran Liebowitz
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In each of the following paragraphs, the main idea is implied. Read each of

them and write the main idea that you get in the space provided at the end of

each paragraph.

Example:

Osiris, Egyptian god of the underworld, was often portrayed in

mummy wrappings. Isis, frequently represented with a cow’s head or horns,

was the nature goddess. Ra was the sun god, whose symbol was the

pyramid. Amon was often represented as a ram or with a ram’s head.*’

Implied Main Idea: The Eevutians had several gods.

1. My son used to be an articulate (well-spoken), friendly young man of

whom I was very proud. That was before he started going to movies

regularly. Since that time he seems to have decided that real men don’t talk

very much. After all, Chuck Norris hardly says a word in his movies. When

my son does get around to talking, his conversation is composed of one-

syllable words like “yeah,” “no,” and “oh yeah.” Actually, his conversation

29
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I very strongly resembles the kind of snappy dialogue that made Clint

Eastwood famous. Before he became a movie fan, my son had female as

well as male friends. But now he likes only to associate with what he calls

“real men.” For their part, those real men spend most of their time trying
30

to look and mumble like their idol, Sylvester Stallone.

Implied Main Idea:

2. An expectant mother has to avoid alcohol during her pregnancy. Too

much alcohol in her blood can prevent the fetus from receiving necessary

nutritional supplies, and the baby will be born under the normal weight.

There is also mounting evidence that smoking during pregnancy can do

permanent damage to a child’s health, and children of smokers tend to have

a higher incidence of respiratory infection throughout their lives. Clearly,

mothers-to-be who smoke should think about quitting. Likewise, expectant

mothers have to be careful about the kind of exercise they do, and all very

vigorous exercises should be avoided. During pregnancy, medication must

be carefully monitored as well. Too often drugs not harmful to the mother

can do serious, even irreparable, damage to the childe3’

30
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